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In your humble dust-box-based shipping company you take up your
position on the docks and gradually influence the fate of a mysterious
orb that has crashed to Earth. Your cargo is bound for a distant land.
There’s only one catch: you must remain conscious as you transport

it. Can you endure the weight of the world on your shoulders? Will you
survive the journey? Can you wake up again? About This Game

Spiritfarer® is an original simulation management game set in a cozy
world of shipping, where a little day-to-day life and a good conscience

make the difference. It tells the story of a lonely old dust-box,
transporting souls to their final destination. To this end, you will

perform cargo handling tasks, operate the cargo jet and sell items on
a free market. You’ll also make regular phone calls to collect your
earnings, maintain the jet, buy new ships, and compete with cargo
ships to the best of your ability. When you die, you’ll lose all your

cargo, so never stop dreaming, and keep an eye on your cargo meter!
Spiritfarer® is about managing your existence between the two

worlds of the living and the dead, and your daily struggles to keep the
cargo ship’s motors running. You must combine the best

characteristics of your spirit-cargo ships — the pickups and the
deliveries — with your skills as a manager to decide how you will

conduct your shipping. You’re trying to maintain a comfortable and
satisfying life for yourself, fulfilling the needs of your bosses as well as
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customers, supplying items to cities, helping passengers to connect
with their loved ones, and finding as many ways to keep up the

valuable cargo. Features: A well-conceived and original take on the
simulation genre The living and dead worlds of Spiritfarer®

complement each other Trials across the worlds create a magical
feeling of multiple realities Three main facets of the game: The crew,

the cargo and the item Multiple jobs to perform, and you’ll be a
customer in need of service as well Customer needs to be matched to

jobs, and crews can be fully customized Customizable jobs, which
you’ll need to manage to make a profit Multiple cargo types Over 125

items, which serve as services between the living and dead worlds
Death comes once in a while, so make sure to stay focused and calm
Multiple vehicles, areas and bonuses for the living world and the dead

world

Block City: Bus Edition Features Key:
RTS Game

Real-time strategy game just got better with our updated graphics
engine.
Here are a few key improvements on the latest update:

New updated terrain engine with a wider range of light type terrain and protection from the new
global server detection system.
New compass map mode with aimable icon on the world map and new radar view mode.
New hint system messages to help you understand the game and guide you in the right direction.
Improved minimap visualisation to make it easier for you to quickly identify areas, structures,
reinforcements and supply.
New Achievement system to reward you for achieving missions.
Improved GUI for easy of use. Icons for all actions are now red if you pressed any and icons for all
actions are now black if you didn’t press any. Icons are also stylised to reflect their underlying value.
eg.: for selecting units – use blue colours and for the (destruction) “kill” value – use red.
Lowered Elevation Fits to ensure smoother gameplay and highlight structural features more
effectively.
Added protection on the terrain to enhance the army army interaction and avoid GUI flickering.
Removed borders. Player and tile map will now be floating free in the world – the game will not
appear in a “cut-out” cardboard world if the game is played on a tablet for example. This is to
improve the feel of immersion in the world.
New weapons are available when you reach level 8. Differentiate your enemies using the new race
factor flag on the game interface. All advance automatically without choosing any races and
upgrades.
Generalized unit commands. Click once on an unit to target it. Click twice to confirm – and then it’s
dead.
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A huge map! Use drag and drop units to ease your struggle to victory!
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